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Abstract  
  Iraq tries heavily to get rid of the problems of the last economic regime ,which had a great 

effects on the economics route ,such as unemployment ,debts and destruction in every systems 

and industries .The wars deepen that destruction especially the last war that change the system. 

Iraq tries to bring up economic reforms and going toward the economic market and encourage the 

private sector . Of course that could be done by improving the basis or the infrastructure of its 

economy .That will need capitals and money to construct and reform the economy .Therefore ,it 

started with legislation of code of investment No.13 ,2006 and then made some amendment for 

that code in order to make it suitable with real life and attracts foreign investment .Also there was 

a try to spread the security and politics stability and try to put an end to smuggling and financial 

and managerial corruption .Therefore ,Iraq developed its security forces and concentrates to 

develop the economic sectors especially oil production ,industry , and agriculture showing the 

suitable opportunities in those sectors.  

  All this to show the positive image for Iraq .Therefore there are investment commission 

established in every city of Iraq to carry out the investment affairs and show the suitable 

opportunities to invest .In field of labor force and human resources ,work is still going on to find 

jobs to people to get rid of unemployment .Therefore in the last budget  of 2010 , more than 

thousands of jobs are devoted .Besides ,there are many centers for training people .All these  a 

trying to improve the infrastructure of the country in order to attract the investment either they are 

local or foreign .I think that if Iraq could get rid of corruption ,make laws easy (one window) and 

spread security stability .That of course will lead to make investment possible and with natural 

resources that will make success of economy . 

 مستخلص
دحاّل الذّل سْاء كاًخ هذقذهج ام ًاه٘ج, اى دتزل جِْدُا هي اجل دطْٗش اقذصادادِا ّةوخذلف الطرش  اققذصرادٗج ّاقجذواػ٘رج 

ّالوال٘ج. لزا فِٖ دضغ ًصب اػٌِ٘ا اسذغلال الفشص الوٌاسرتج هري اجرل الْ رْل الرٔ اٗلاراد اقهرْال اللاصهرج قجرل دحق٘ر  رلر  

ٖ اّ الوحلٖ ُْ هي اُرن الؼْاهرل اقساسر٘ج الذرٖ دحراّل دلر  الرذّل دحق٘قرَ ّالحصرْل ػل٘رَ قجرل دٌف٘رز الِذف فاقسذثواس اقجٌت

هشاسٗؼِا الوخذلفج ّدحق٘  الذٌو٘ج. فرالؼشا  ػاهرج ّالتصرشث ةا رج دؼورل هري اجرل جرزا اقسرذثواساح اللاصهرج هري اجرل دحق٘ر  

ٕ ّالذْجَ ًحرْ دحق٘ر  اق رلا اح اققذصرادٗج الوطلْةرج اػذورادا الذقذم الوطلْا ّةا ج ةؼذ ػول٘ج الذغ٘٘ش الس٘اسٖ ّاققذصاد

ػلٔ الٌظام اققذصادٕ الحش الزٕ ٗذٗشٍ القطاع الخاص هغ دٌش٘ظ ّدطْٗش القطاع الؼرام ُّرزا ق ٗرذن اق ةاٗلاراد اسرذثواساح دؼورل 

التصرشث دؼذترش اهٌ٘را ج٘رذث ًسرت٘ا  ػلٔ اسذغلال الفشص اققذصادٗج الوذا ج فٖ الؼشا  ػاهج ّالتصشث ةا رج  ٘رن ًلارذ اى هذٌٗرج

هقاسًج ةالوٌاط  اقةشٓ فٖ الؼشا  ها ػذا كشدسذاى. ّهي ُزا الوٌطل  ِٗذف التحن الحالٖ الٔ دساسج ّاقغ الذطْس اققذصادٕ 

الحررالٖ ّالفررشص اقسررذثواسٗج الوخذلفررج سررْاء كاًررخ ةذه٘ررج اّ صساػ٘ررج اّ  ررٌاػ٘ج اّ اكشٗررج ّهرري كررن دساسررج ك٘ف٘ررج الؼوررل ػلررٔ 

قسذفادث هي دل  الفشص هي اجل جزا اقسذثواساح اقجٌت٘ج اّ الوحل٘ج ّاقسذفادث هٌِا. اى ُزا ق ٗذن اق ارا درن ا رذاس القرْاً٘ي ا

اللاصهج ّالقْاػذ ّ دشلا٘غ اقسذثواس ّرل  ػي طشٗ  دزل٘ل الصرؼْةاح الذرٖ دْاجرَ دلر  الؼول٘رج ّاٗلاراد ة٘سرج هٌاسرتج دؼورل فؼرلا 

 اح ّدحق٘  الِذف هٌِا .ػلٔ دحف٘ض اقسذثواس

هري ُرزا الوٌطلر  فراى التحرن ٗررذسط الحالرج اققذصرادٗج اّق فرٖ الؼرشا  ّالتصرشث ّهرري كرن هؼشفرج الفرشص اقسرذثواسٗج اللاصهررج 

الضساػ٘ج ّالصٌاػ٘ج ّالخذه٘ج ّهي كن طشح ك٘ف٘ج الؼول ػلٔ جزا اقسذثواساح ّاٗلااد الوٌرا  الولامرن لِرا قجرل اقسرذفادث هٌِرا 

ٗش الٌشاط اققذصادٕ ّدحق٘  اق لا اح الوطلْةج ّالقضاء ػلٔ التطالج ّاٗلااد فشص الؼول الولامورج هرغ ًلاراح ػول٘رج فٖ دطْ

 جزا اقسذثواساح الٔ الؼشا  ػاهج ّالتصشث ةا ج.
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introduction:  
Investment represents the important stage in the production process ,and especially in the 

industrial development process . Investment is nothing but assigning money which they are 

relatively rare especially in the developing countries  .These money is assigned in order to establish 

projects that they are considered to be important . 

This concept of investment gives us a guide to take the essential projects into consideration 

because they have a great effects on the development process . It is known that there are many 

dangers associate with the investment .These dangers decrease investors motives to invest .That 

means investment direct its way to the less dangerous economy .In order to decline these dangers 

,many countries ,especially the developing ones ,try to do their best to make or create a good 

climate to encourage the investors to invest in these countries. Besides  the economic factors ,such 

as unemployment ,inflation ,development strategies ,political and  security ,stabilization and 

transparency of work,all these will deport the country from the managerial and monetary corruption 

.Those factors play the essential role in preparing the nature and shape of the climate and 

environment of investment . 

The central aim of the research is to study the major factors which exist and shape the 

economic climate of the investment in Iraq as general and Basra city as special . 

The problem :  

Iraq needs to go forward to attain the progress ,in order to do so it has to attract investment 

especially the foreign ones .The problem is that Iraq can't attract these investment at present ,despite 

it has many opportunities to invest in it successfully . 

The objective: 

The research aimed to discuss the climate of the investment , opportunities ,and how can Iraq attract 

investment .  

The Hypothesis: 

The research depends on a hypothesis which said that despite the conditions that discourage 

the foreigner investment ,but the capacity and capability of the real environment for the economic 

possibilities in Iraq and Basra can create investment environment and climate .These factor will 

encourage investment in them . 

The methodology:  

The research depends on studying the basic elements of Iraqi economy and the most factors that 

encourage the investment and how to create an environment that can lead to a route with which can 

shift the Iraqi economy from its depression to prosperity depending on its resources representing in 

its manpower ,financial and natural. 

1) Investment Climate :  

Some economist said that if the full market spread over all the world that will lead to flow the 

private capital naturally from the rich north to the poor south making the cost of marginal money 

equal the marginal revenues of the south adaptation with dangers .But the markets are not full  

.Besides the political dangers make these money declining or stable without movement or change 

with economic and political changes .Disregarding of what the economist thinking ,the economic 

policies in Iraq decided to attract foreign investment .That has been considered to be the most aim 

.The changes that occurred in Iraq force it to attain developing process and drive and shift the 

economy from the dominion of the public sector to the private sector .The most problem that facing 

those economic changes is how can get investment to make changes ,because these investment are 

very small despite the oil revenues which they are not enough to exploit country's resources 

.Therefore Iraq knows that the important factors in this process will be created the suitable climate . 

Most developing countries realize the importance that the foreign investment owned. So they 

used different ways in order to find or create the suitable environment for investment .Therefore 

,they put forward laws and codes to make easy to attract the national and foreign investments. 
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          And despite that ,the three factors of production ; labor, capital, and  land ,representing the 

essential factors to attain the production ,but the capital has the great attention as a factor to attain 

the production process and growth rate.  

This importance of investment and its effect on growth rate depends mostly on the 

efficiency of investment that connecting with the multiplier, which shows that any increasing in the 

investment will lead to multi increases in the association investment that connection with initial 

investment. Also ,it will lead to multi increasing in the income
(1)

. 

This changes in real life is not clear because the limitations of investment climate differ from 

country to other and from region to another region .That is due to establishing from many constrains 

and limitations which activated with each other's and giving the sign of the success or 

failure.Therfore Saudi Arabia adopting clear policies to attract foreign investment and putting a lot 

of motivations and facilities .On other hand ,Debue and Bahrain did the same which considered to 

be  the success example in this scope.  From studying the status of foreign investment in Arab world 

shows that the motive to attract investment may succeed in this region while is not succeed in other 

region .In the middle of this , the politicians and economists decide that the investment climate must 

complete its limitation in order to attract the investments . From this came the hypothesis which 

shows what will incite the foreign investment to flow to this country and that one . Iraq and other 

countries know very well that attracting the investment depends on the creation of suitable climate . 

2) The status of the  Iraqi economy :  

There is an argument and no acceptation among economists about the relationship between 

foreign investment and economic growth .Therefore it should be studied the economic environment 

of Iraq ,in order to create investment and attract it ,and to show whether the Iraqi environment 

suitable to attract those investment .The availability of success factors will form the good climate 

for investment which the foreign investor demanded .That can be discussed from studying the 

economic status of Iraq through  the following factors : 

 

2.1. The security and political stability  and risk : 

One of the most important factors ,that contribute in entering and attracting  investments to 

country is the availability of the security and politic stability .If the conditions are not stable ,that 

means,the foreign investment will not enter the country ,because the future of invested money will 

be unknown .That is due to the stability of security .Iraq ,from the available information shows that 

one dollar from five dollars that spent on the economic reforms spent on the security stability 

.Besides , the unstability of security need to spend a great sum of money .Besides ,security stability 

means not only politic but also stability of financial security which represented in creating banks 

work on new technology to secure the deposited money and connection with the international Banks 

and financial institutions .  

It seems that the majority of economists  agree that the  stability of politic and security in 

any country is one of the fundamental factor to attract the investments . 

Here we must discuss the relationship between investment and risks, because the most 

important economic factor is the yield of investment and degree of risk that the investment faces 

.Therefore the comparison between the revenues that the investor expecting and the risk degree 

which means uncertainty especially when there is no security . 

It is known that investment environment in Iraq and the developing countries described  that 

they are uncertainty in their work .That of course ,will increase the degree of risk .That will make 

that foreign investors  look at a great yield in countries declining the degree of risk in them and that 

will rise the security degree .The majority of studies that taking  into consideration the utility of 

investment , refer to the risk that associate with the investment process appeared as a result of 

                                                           

1) Ahmad Zaki Syam .Investment Principles , Dar Al Manhaj for publishing and distribution ,Aman 

,Jordan ,1997,P.10.,Aman ,Jordan ,!997,P.10.   
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uncertainty that surrounded with possibility of attaining the revenues and risk degree differ 

according to the nature and volume of investment 
(1)

.The risk degree in Iraq is very high despite the 

improvement in the security and political stability especially in north and south of Iraq . 

2.2. Managerial and financial corruption . 

Economic corruption is not available in Iraq only ,because of there are a lot of countries 

have such problem either they are advanced or developing.That of course shade its light on the 

volume of investment .The first of its effect is declining the interest in the economic reform 

program .The international money fund refer to this point that the spread of economic and 

managerial corruption connecting with many factors such as the huge volume of investment in 

public sector ,and decreasing the revenues of the state .The opportunity of corruption grows in the 

shadow of the weak economic and managerial conditions ,weak laws ,weak controlling and weak 

stability . 

When we highlight some cases of economic corruption ,the information shows that through 

the period 2003-2007 Iraq government estimated that the oil smuggling was about (5) million 

dollars in year 2003 increased to about (15) million dollars in year 2007 ,besides oil derivatives 

such as petrol and kerosene  .Besides ,there were about (7.4) million dollars from the American 

subsides and funds that spent to reform electricity and oil sector did not attain its aims and the 

production of the two sector stay the same without developing or change 
(2)

.  

 

Besides ,to the money laundering ,avoiding  to pay taxes ,bribe ,and stealing the public 

money .By studying the range of Iraq through Arab and world indicators  and according to the 

managerial and economic indicators for the period 2003-2007 show that Iraq represent the rank 

(between16-17) in Arab world ,while it comes in the rank (178) in the world.See table(1). 

 

Table (1) 

Ranks of Iraq in Arabs and world according to the level of corruption for the period 2003-2007 

year ranks 

Arabs World 

2003 16 113 

2004 17 129 

2005 17 137 

2006 17 160 

2007 16 178 

Resource :International Transparency Organization ,indicators of corruption  www.Transparency 

Therefore ,the economic and financial corruption make the investment process useless and 

the success of projects are  not attained and lead to fail the aims of investment .Nevertheless, the 

government try to do its best to get rid of the corruption and it  has attained some success in that 

field ,but need a lot to  get rid of it . 

2.3.Inflation  

Despite of the Iraqi economy has  seen a state of developing action through the 1970s 

period, which represented in establishing some industries ,and associated with economic stability 

.But 1980s and 1990s period showed wars led to destroy the economy ,making the Iraqi economy 

with its oil money ,as a war economy to serve war requirements .That's of course led to raise the 

inflation or the prices very sharp .While there were a decline in goods and services and income 

.Therefore during the period 1991-2006 ,the rates of inflation increased very high as shown in table 

(2) through 1990s,but decreased during the period 2000-2002,and return to increase through the 

period 2003-2006. 

 

                                                           

1) O.P.cit.P.23. 

 2  ( Lionel Beehner" Economic Doldrums in Iraq " ,june 20,2007 .N.Y.CFR.org.P.12 

http://www.transparency/
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Table (2) 

Rates of inflation in Iraq for the period 1991-2006 

Year Rate of inflation % Year Rate of inflation % 

1991 86.5 1999 12.6 

1992 83.7 2000 5.0 

1993 207.6 2001 16.4 

1994 492.1 2002 17.3 

1995 331.4 2003 32.5 

1996 15.4 2004 27.0 

1997 23.0 2005 37.0 

1998 14.8 2006 35.2 

Source: Ministry of planning ,Central statistical organization ,Annual statistical abstract Baghdad 

,2007-2008 

 

2.4.The growth rate in Iraq . 

Growth rate is considered to be the most important aim that can attain the economic 

development in country .The growth rate can be seen from studying the GDP of Iraq .During the 

period 1991-2006,the growth rate was 10.4 percent ,in this the growth rate of the nonoil GDP was 

(6) percent.That is to show the impact of the sectors such as industry ,agriculture and services 

.Through the period 1996-2002 the growth rate was(10.8) percent ,while the contribution of non-oil 

sector was( 1.9 )percent .From the year 2003 to year 2006 ,there was a negative rate about (-33.1) 

percent in year 2003 because of the destruction as a result of the wars ,the rate became (10.1) 

percent in year 2006 .That is because of increasing the oil revenues .While the other sectors didn’t  

attain any growth through the period 1996-2000 .That means the oil sector in its revenues stay the 

leader in providing the country with financial revenues and decrease in it means a declining  in state 

revenues ,see table (3). 

Table (3) 

The development of GDP in fixed and current prices 

for the period 1996-2006 

Rate of 

change  Rate of exchange 

% 

GDP 

Non-oil 

Dollar 

Rate of 

change 

Fixed% 

Rate of 

change 

Current % 

GDP 

Fixed pr. 

Dollar 

GDP 

Current pr. 

Dollar 

years 

11.1 16289 11 (2.9) 21728.1 65000924.9 1996 

16 13686.3 21.2 132.1 26342.7 15093144.6 1997 

6.5 14578.4 34.8 13.4 35523 7125844 1998 

12.9 16460.6 17.6 10.2 41771.1 34464012.5 1999 

0.5 16481.1 1.4 45.7 42358.6 5023699.6 2000 

7.1 17659.4 2.3 (17.7) 43335.1 41314568.9 2001 

3.3 18245.9 (6.9) (10.7) 40344.9 41022977.0 2002 

(28.3) 1307303 (33.1) (27.8) 26990.4 29585788.4 2003 

8.2 14151 54.1 79.9 41607.8 53235388.6 2004 

15.4 16325.6 4.4 38.1 43438.8 73533598.7 2005 

15 18773 10.1 30 47851.4 95587954.6 2006 

 

Source : Ministry of planning ,Central statistical organization ,Annual statistical abstract Baghdad ,2008-

2009 ,p.450. 
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2.5. Unemployment  

 Iraq doesn’t complain from lack of business but also complain from increasing the rates 

and numbers of people who looking for work .Their percentage is nearly (51) percent of the labor 

force .Those are unemployed seeking for work or they are unemployed .The number is big among 

young people .Through the last three decades ,the government appointed the majority of people at 

their public sector .Therefore ,half wages or salaries of labor force or employees were paid by 

government’s revenues of oil .The private sector was small and not active and the people who work 

in it about (6)percent of the labor force . 

Table (4) 

Rates of growth of GDP,labor force and productivity 

for the worker 2004-2007       % 

Economic sector GDP Labor force Productivity 

Agriculture ,hunting forests 3.66 2.58 1.08 

Mining and quarring 0.57 0.30 0.27 

Manufacturing industries 5.10 1.47 3.46 

Electricity & water 18.72 6.64 2.07 

Construction 28.98 12.02 16.96 

Total of goods sector 2.60 1.02 1.59 

Transport&communication -15.0 1.25 -16.25 

Trade  3.81 2.52 1.29 

Finance &insurance  5.47 4.32 1.16 

Total of distribution sector 1.76 1.01 0.75 

Social services 19.87 12.69 7.18 

Grand total  4.92 3.01 1.91 

 

Source : Ministry of planning and developing cooperation ,sector of human development ,unemployment and 

employment ,Baghdad 2009 ,P.16 

 In year 2008,and after the increase in the oil revenues which affected the standards of living 

and led to raise them ,that has led to develop the economic activity .Of course ,the government went 

on creating jobs for about 250.000 unemployed .But as a result of decreasing the oil price from 100 

dollars to about 40 dollars ,the government decreased the employment that has led to increase the 

unemployment rate again 
(1)

 .The results of unemployment through the period 2003-2007 shows that 

there were a decline in the size of unemployment .It’s withdrawn from 28.1 percent to 17.5 percent 

.Nevertheless ,these rates still high if they would compare with rates of 1990 which the rate was 7.1 

percent .Also the economic activity decreased from 41 percent in 2003 to 34 percent in 2007 
(2)

 .  

2.6.The trade sector 

            Trade sector represents the important sector from its role in development process, because 

the development process needs capital goods to reform and contract the production capacities .The 

importance of trade can be measured from the indicator of economic openness degree on the world 

.The percentage of this indicator was 124.56 percent in Iraq in 2007 .The increasing of this indicator 

refer to the depending of the Iraq economy on the external markets to get the economics needs from 

goods .That is of course means the dependency on the world to provide Iraq with different goods 

and any change in prices ,economic and financial policies will affect Iraq economy .Therefore ,the 

oil export was about 96 percent while the other exports was 4 percent .See table (5). 

 

 

 

                                                           

1)Frank R.Gunter ,Liberate Iraq's Economy ,N.Y.Newspaper ,Nov.16,2009,p.10.   

2)Ministry of planning and development cooperation .OP.cit ,pp 16-17 
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Table (5) 

Iraqi exports oil and nonoil 2007 

Percentage 

of annually 

increase 

Percentage 

of exports to 

total 

2007 

Dollars 

Percentage 

of export to 

total 

2006 

dollars 

Year 

 

        goods 

38.2 95.79 39530.64 97.44 28609.96 Oil 

165.00 3.79 1564.90 2.01 590.62 Oil products 

7.5 0.42 172.36 0.55 160.30 Other goods 

40.8 100 41267.90 100 29360,80 total 

 

Source: Ministry of planning ,Central statistical organization ,indicators of trade  Baghdad 

,www.cosit.gov.iq. 

      The exports of Basra mainly formed from wool which formed more than a half of the exports 

,then , leathers, and dates .While the imports of the trading companies are food goods ,electric 

systems ,construction materials and spare part of cars .The number of those companies which  are 

532 trade      company
( 1)

 . 

2.7.Employment and direction of labor force growth. 

  The available data shows that the size of population in 1997 is 21.941 million person with 

growth rate of 2.9 percent.While the size of population in 2003 was 25.565 million person with 

growth rate of 3.03 percent .The population increased to 30.577 million person in 2008  . 

         The age group (15-65)year was very high ,it reached to about 54.2 percent in 2007 ,while it 

was about 53.3 percent in 2005 .The employment opportunities during the period 2002-2008 are 

about 15.221 thousand workers . In addition to what the college and institutes graduated every year 

for about 397 worker .That represented the additional supply for labor for every year ,see table (6). 

 

Table (6) 

Additional supply of labor annually 

Annual percentage Additional labor force 

thousand 

Type 

2.6 396 Specialized labour force 

97.4 14825 Other labour force 

100 15221 Total 

Source : Ministry of planning ,Central statistical organization ,Annual statistical abstract 2008-2009 

Baghdad ,p.116. 

        From the table (6) which shows that there are additional numbers entered the market looking 

for work .Of course ,this will need to put policies to absorb such output of people .That of course 

need many investments to establish projects . 

 

2.8. Rates of poverty . 

      Rates of poverty are estimated in Iraq for about 32 percent of population in 2009 
(2)

 despite the 

improvement in people income .But still a great percentage of people suffering from poverty 

,because of the weak of management in presenting public services and do not invest in the projects 

that attaining the public benefits in Iraq, especially after the war distraction.The problem of poverty 

                                                           

1 )Basra commerce champer , Basra,2009.   

2 (Ministry of planning and development cooperation .Central Organization for statistics and 

information technology . 
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in 2005 was 30 percent of           population   . That means one third of Iraqi population suffer from 

lack of food ,medical care ,teaching ,suitable housing and other services
(1)

. 

2.9.Business License: 

        The most problem in Iraq is how to get a license to establish a business or project .To do that 

one will forced with long time of presenting application or petition to get license for establishing 

project or carry out business .Besides there are high cost to attain that .For example, in order to get 

business in Iraq will be cost about 2800 dollar comparing with other country it cost only 139 dollar. 

Nevertheless, the rank of Iraq in difficulty to carry out business is 153 among 183 countries 

.Besides , in order to open a book to register the company it will need to 14 days ,costing about 250 

thousand dinar .Also employ a lawyer will cost about 400 thousand dinar .Making a stamp and 

register the workers in the social security ,these will cost about 20 thousand each and took two day 

or three to accomplish . 

       In order to reduce such process ,it should deal with one ministry or commission ,not with (12) 

Ministries or Commission( one windows)
(2)

 . 

3) Investment opportunities in Iraq. 

Iraq is very important geographic and economic for the world .Iraq surrounded by rich countries 

,such as Kuwait ,Iran , Syria and saudia Arabia .It has many routes, land ,air and seas which connect 

it with world.Besides the following opportunities ; 

1- Availability of capacity resources ,especially oil and gas and other metals . 

2- Availability of water that can use to find success agriculture . 

3- Good work force have different skills and decreasing the cost of the worker ,comparing with 

other countries in world . 

4- The countries need housing projects . 

5- Availability of many resources ,it can be used in industries. 

6- Vast market . 

7- Different projects in electricity . 

8- Projects in tourism. 

9- Opportunities to establish industrial ,agriculture and services projects . 

10- Projects for drinking water and sewage . 

11- The security stability especially in the north and south of Iraq . 

12- Code of investment No.13 year 2006 which gave the base to establish such investment and 

secure its success ,especially after doing some changes in it concern with taxes capital and 

land . 

13- Private sector is the only partnership with public sector to attain the growth of economics .  

Therefore it should assure the importance and role of this sector in the development process 

.This sector suffered from some problem which need more arrangements and tasks to 

activate its role in the economy . 

14- Opportunities to build human capital and increasing the share of woman in work  

 

All these opportunities can be attained if there are real cooperation and joining of forces in Iraq 

to succeed such operation .Finally is it possible to Iraq to attract foreign investment?  

In the work frame of the state through guarantee the stability and take care of attracting investment 

by create climate and good environment depending on laws and rules of procedure to encourage 

investment .Going to Basra we think that the banking sector is new and managed mainly by the 

government. The first private bank established in 1993. In 2008 ,the number of private sectors 

jumped to 16 banks , while in 2009 the number reached to 20 banks. This considered to be real 

change and reflex the activities those banks carry out .The industrial sector in Basra distinguished in 

                                                           

1 )Nadwa H.J.,"analysis and measurement of poverty directions in Iraq period 1998-2005"Basra  , a 

thesis submitted to College of Admin.&Economics, 2006.p.139. 

2 )World Bank Group ,"Doing Business 2008"Iraq ,Washington ,2008,P53. 
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declining the production level and bad quality that is because of the random economic policies .This 

sector depends mostly on oil revenues .Therefore , it led to concentrate on the oil sector firms 

neglect the other sectors .Besides this sector suffered from the managerial and financial corruption 

.Most industrial firms concentrate in food industries about 381 projects ,textiles 388 project ,the 

mineral firms are about 123 ,the chemical and plastic firms are 122.The contribution of the 

manufacturing in the GDP in year 2007 was only 3.02 percent 
(1)

. Besides ,there are many 

opportunities to invest in this sector .See table (7). 

 

Table (7) 

Number of private sector firms in Basra at its percentage to the industrial sector in Iraq . 

Percentage Basra to 

total % 

Total of industry 

sector 

Basra city Industries 

17.6 3262 577 Food 

10 2131 214 Wood products 

10.7 4776 514 Construction 

6.8 23695 1624 Manufacturing 

8.64 33864 2929 Total 

Source :Iraq center for investment and studies ,Basra ,2006 ,p.69. 

 

  There are about 40 percent of Basra large size  industries and about 28 percent of the 

medium size  firms are suspended . The Number of the workers in these industries are 81895 

workers .Therefore it needs to find the investment climate and get rid of the financial and 

managerial corruption 
( 2)

 . 
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